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Dates to Remember

Important Class Notes

Classroom News

Ms. Sharilyn and Ms. Leslie Email address: ss.seale-banks@cms.k12.nc.us
Park Road Montessori Website: www.lowerel.educatorpages.com
3701 Haven Drive Phone Number: 980-343-5830
Charlotte, NC  28209

Stay in the know by 
clicking the link for Park 
Road PTO.  Find out about 
important dates. 
Wouldn’t it be awesome if 
we could have 100% 
membership participation 
for our class? Fees are 
only $5. 

Did you really mean to “opt-
out”? 
Some of you sent back the 
technology and Title IX 
Classroom lessons “opt-out”
form.  Many parents do this in 
error.  

If you want your child to be 
able to use technology and/or 
you want your child to 
participate in the lesson, the 
form(s) should NOT be 
returned.  Please contact me 
if you think you made this 
error. 

The First Week
We discussed our classroom procedures and expectations 
this week.  We mixed in games, stories, and fun community 
building activities. Please help me reinforce our lessons by 
having a casual one-on-one conversation about the first 
week of school.  Here are some prompts.  (Answers on 
page 2.)

• What are your 4 rules of respect? 
• Tell me what you’re expected to do each morning?
• Are you allowed to go to the restroom at lunch? What 

about recess?
• What is the Peace Table and how is it used?
• What do you repeat everyday to close Morning 

Meeting?

Class Website 
www.lowerel.educatorpages.com
You will find most of the answers to all of your questions by 
taking the time to read our class website.  

Hot Weather- Please send a water bottle each day.

Forms, forms, forms! Please send in forms ASAP!
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Curriculum Notes:

The First Great Lesson-The Coming of the Universe
The First Great Lesson is an impressionistic lesson that tells the story of how the universe was 

created. For most students, it is the most memorable lesson of Lower Elementary. This lesson 
describes how minerals and chemicals formed the elements; how matter transforms to 
three states of solid, liquid and gas; how particles joined together and formed the earth; 
how heavier particles sank to Earth’s core and volcanoes erupted; how mountains were 
formed and the atmosphere condensed into rain, creating oceans, lakes and rivers.  This first 
lesson leads to lessons in geology, physics, chemistry and astronomy.

Enjoy your long weekend!  I will! 

Ms. Sharilyn

4 Rules of Respect… We respect each other.  We respect adults.  We respect our environment and we 
respect ourselves.

Each morning we will move our name to “in the room”. Put our backpacks and lunches in the proper place. 
Get our copybook, clipboard and writing paper. We will sit quietly after briefly visiting with friends and begin 
our writing prompt.

We are only allowed to go to the restroom before and after lunch “or” before and after recess.  We also 
have the opportunity to go whenever we are in the classroom, but only with permission.

The Peace Greeting


